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    Granular columns have been used to
stabilize soft clay for lane reclamation. The
use of geosynthetics as reinforcement to
increase the bearing capacity of granular
columns through horizontal placement or
external encapsulation is reported in many
reports. This paper presents a theoretical
analysis to investigate the axial stress-axial
strain relationship of reinforced granular
columns.
Shear stress-strain curves of granular
materials are normalized to account for the
effect of volume change, while radial strain
of soft soil is modeled by expansion of
cylindrical cavity. Parametric studies over the
influence factor of reinforcement stiffness,
reinforcement strength, granular column
radius and reinforcement layers form the
primary parts of the study.
























































Clay with Gravel column
Clay with dense sand column
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Reinforced with geogrid MX90
Clay with Gravel column
Clay with dense sand column
Clay with loose sand column






































Clay with Gravel column only
圖四 加勁材勁度對礫石樁之影響


























































Clay with Gravel column -- Case I
reinforced with geogrid MX90
a0 = 20 cm
a0 = 30 cm
a0 = 40 cm
a0 = 50 cm


























dense sand sample reinforced with geogrid MX90
s3 = 6.0 kgf/cm2
s3 = 3.0 kgf/cm2











加 勁 材 料 彈 性 模 數 Ef 為
500.0 kgf cm，模擬試體半徑與水平加勁
材鋪設間距皆為 2.5cm 的試體，施加圍

























loose sand sample reinforced with Tfp = 300.0 kgf/cm
Ef = 500.0 kgf/cm
Ef = 100.0 kgf/cm
Ef = 50.0 kgf/cm
Ef = 20.0 kgf/cm
圖八 加勁材勁度對鬆砂試體之影響





















































loose sand sample reinforced with geogrid MX90
a0 = 5.0 cm
a0 = 2.5 cm
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